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Appearances can be deceiving. You may think it is just you having a private 
moment, sitting alone with your cappuccino at the local café. 

But we know that your private moment is not nearly so private. Odds are, your 
approach to the café has been recorded, the moment you sat down logged, and 
your online activities are being tracked and mined while you drink. Based on 
your location and chat details, you might even be getting some advertisements 
flashed your way for nearby events and concerts.

The quest for your privacy may seem like a lost cause. So what can one person 
do when faced by an army of trackers and the biggest technology firms on the 
planet?

A lot. 

Protecting your privacy and security is a matter of personal choice. You can 
choose – by adding some apps and changing the settings on others – to restrict 
the volume of personal data that can be collected about you. It’s also a 
question of scale. Some changes can be made easily while others require more 
effort on your part.

Surprisingly, some technologies for protecting your security and privacy will 
take a lot less effort on your part than the unsecure habits and processes 
you're most likely using right now.

Yes – stress less, be more secure.

Privacy is a choice – and it doesn't have to be a hard one. Here are some 
pointers to make this choice an easier one.

Introduction



Manage it. Fight it. Secure it. We show you how.

Part I: Facebook
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Manage it. Fight it. Secure it.
We show you how.

Part I: Facebook

Who is this section for?
Everyone – including those who don't have a Facebook account. Yes, Facebook 
tracks everyone.

The dilemma: 
“I’ve been a Facebook user for many years now. I don’t want to actually close 
my Facebook account, but all these recent data scandals have made me 
nervous.” Sounds familiar? If so, you’re not alone. From the aggressive selling of 
customer data to large-scale leaks of customer records, Facebook is 
increasingly perceived as a threat to users’ online privacy.

Understanding the risks: 
It’s clear that Facebook has shared customer data – without consent – with at 
least 60 tech companies. This included user details such as their name, 
workplace, relationship status, religion, and political leanings. The data shared 
with companies such as Netflix, Spotify, and the Royal Bank of Canada included 
the ability to read, write, and delete users’ private messages.

What we can help you with:

• Minimize what Facebook is allowed to collect about you

• Prevent Facebook (and other ad networks) from tracking you –
even if you don’t have an account with them

• Do you use Facebook Messenger? We can show you how to
encrypt your chats
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1. Changing your privacy settings
Are you a Facebook user? If so, we recommend you opt out of Audience 
Network, which you can do by visiting 
www.facebook.com/ads/preferences/?entry_product=ad_settings_screen

• Log in if necessary. 

• You can then decide what kind of information relating to your interests – if 
any at all – you're comfortable sharing with advertisers.

Part I: Facebook

http://www.facebook.com/ads/preferences/?entry_product=ad_settings_screen
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2. Preventing Facebook from tracking you on other sites
With all of these "like this", "tweet this", or "follow me" buttons, there are many 
ways for you to share your thoughts and comments – and let someone collect 
and track these interactions. But the surprising thing is that these little buttons 
– called social widgets – are already recording information about you without 
even waiting for you to actually click them. That’s kinda rude. But, you can do 
something about this.

Be nice or be direct
The nice, rather polite way to deal with trackers has been “Do Not Track.”
With this approach, the individual user steps into the browser settings on their 
device and clicks in the little box.

Following that, as the person surfs away, the browser sends a special signal to 
visited websites and embedded 3rd party content such as maps that they 
should not track your activity. The clear weakness of this approach is that it 
puts the burden on you to click the little box. Even worse, it then relies on the 
voluntary choice of an assortment of web-related firms to really not track 
your every move.

Anti-tracking helpers do this for you
Two anti-tracking options to consider are Avira Browser Security (ABS) and 
Privacy Badger.

ABS helps block trackers, online ads, as well as keeps users from accidentally 
downloading anything nasty. It is backed by a blacklist of suspect and malicious 
URLs that Avira has collected as it protects users around the globe. 
Privacy Badger is a browser add-on from the Electronic Frontier Foundation 
that blocks trackers that appear to be following your activities across the web.

Part I: Facebook

https://allaboutdnt.com/
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Use a VPN
Even if you block trackers, Facebook and other ad networks might still be able 
to track you via your IP address. This unique set of numbers is used to identify 
your device and can also be used to find your approximate physical location –
sometimes down to a few hundred meters. That makes hiding your IP address 
an imperative for anyone who wants to surf anonymously. And the best way to 
mask your IP address is with a VPN.

Virtual Private Networks, simply called a VPN, create a secure virtual tunnel 
between the user’s computer and the VPN provider’s remote server – wherever 
it may be. A VPN can hide or encrypt traffic within this local network, making 
VPN apps an essential tool for conferences, hotels, untrusted/hostile networks, 
and even the workplace. As they also connect to the remote server’s location, 
VPNs can also be used to mask IP addresses – making users look as if they are 
connecting from somewhere else.

If you would like to get started with a VPN, you can try Avira Phantom VPN by 
downloading it here for free.

Part I: Facebook

https://www.avira.com/en/avira-phantom-vpn
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3. Securing Facebook’s Messenger app.
If you do use Facebook’s Messenger app on your smartphone, we strongly 
advise that you enable a function built-in to the app called chat encryption.
Although there are certain limitations, e.g. you cannot encrypt videos, GIFs, or 
voice and audio messages, it is a handy function for keeping the text part of 
your content secure.

This is how you activate the encryption function:

a. Open the Facebook Messenger app on your smartphone.
b. On an iOS device: Tap Me followed by Secret Conversations.
c. On an Android device: Open your settings and tap Secret conversations.

In both of these app variants, you can now activate encryption for your
smartphone. But that doesn’t mean everything will be encrypted from now on! 
The function to encrypt your current chat is available as soon as both you and 
your chat partner activate it as described, but you'll need to activate encryption
for every new chat.

9

Part I: Facebook

a b c



You can’t run. But you can hide.

Part II: Google
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You can’t run.
But you can hide. 

Part II: Google

Who is this section for?
Anyone who uses any Google tool, including Google search, the Chrome 
browser, Gmail, YouTube, or an Android smartphone. 

The dilemma: 
"I don’t want to stop using Google to search the web, or YouTube to watch 
videos. But is the price I have to pay always be completely accepting that 
everything I search for, watch, and even write is tracked and sold?". Using any 
of Google’s free services comes at a cost – and that’s your privacy. But there are 
ways of minimizing that cost.

Understanding the risks: 
Personalized ad banners are the more harmless side of this data-gathering 
frenzy. The consequences are far worse if you frequently visit gambling sites 
and your creditworthiness ends up getting lowered. Or if your health insurer 
demands higher premiums because you’ve been visiting advice sites looking for 
information about cancer. Or goods are more expensive in shops depending on 
the device you use and your buying behavior.

Or what happens if a totalitarian regime or extremists get their hands on such 
data that doesn’t fit their ideology. What Google intends to do with the data 
exactly is something only Google knows. We know this because for years the 
company has refused to allow independent data protection organizations 
access to take a look at its databases.
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What we can help you with:

• Deactivate web and app tracking

• Deactivate location tracking

• Deactivate voice & audio tracking

• Erase your YouTube history

• Deactivate personalized ads

Part II: Google
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1. Web and App Activity

To edit your privacy settings, visit the Activity controls page then sign in.

• In the Web & App Activity section, click Manage activity. This will bring up 
all the search queries you've ever asked Google. You can also select a 
specific period on the top left.

• Stop: If you don't want to continue saving your search queries, 
click Change setting and set the Web & App Activity button to Off by 
sliding it to the left. This will no longer save your searches.

• If you also want to delete your previous search history, click the three 
vertical points (open menu) in the upper right corner and then 
on Delete activity by. In the new window, click Today, select All time, and 
confirm by clicking Delete.

Part II: Google

Google and the Google logo are registered trademarks of Google LLC, used with permission.

https://myaccount.google.com/activitycontrols/search?pli=1
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2. Places visited by you
Creepy. If you use Google services such as Maps or an Android smartphone, 
Google will track your location and understand exactly where you were at a 
specific time.

• You can see these records in the Location History section 
after clicking Manage activity. If you select a date and time, you'll see 
your location history on a map.

• Stop: In the same window, click Manage Location History and set the 
slider to Off.

Part II: Google

Google and the Google logo are registered trademarks of Google LLC, used with permission.
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3. Voice & Audio Activity
If you use personal assistants such as Google Assistant on your smartphone or 
Google Home in your own home, Google saves every single voice command.

• You can even listen to them under Voice & Audio Activity and Manage 
activity at any time.

• Stop: If you don't want Google to save your voice & audio data, click 
Change setting and move the slider to the left.

Part II: Google

Google and the Google logo are registered trademarks of Google LLC, used with permission.
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4. YouTube Search History & YouTube Watch History
Provides similar insights as the search history described above.

• After clicking Manage activity you'll see all the search queries you entered 
on YouTube or all the videos you've watched.

• Stop: Deactivate the search/watch logs by moving the respective sliders 
from the right to the left after clicking Change setting.

Part II: Google

Google and the Google logo are registered trademarks of Google LLC, used with permission.
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5. Ad settings
You may also have noticed that if you search Google for a specific product, 
you'll soon get advertising relating to that product.

• In My Activity, click Other Google activity where you will find Manage 
Ads Settings. That's how Google assesses your interests based on your 
search queries.

• Other interesting things also come to light when you click AdChoices at 
the bottom. Here you will find a list of companies and advertising networks 
which you can follow on the internet to better personalize ads.

• Stop: In this section you can deactivate ad personalization. To do so, move 
the Ad personalization slider to the left and then confirm by clicking Turn 
off. However, this doesn't reduce the number of ads that appear, just the 
content.

Part II: Google

Google and the Google logo are registered trademarks of Google LLC, used with permission.
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Hello Alexa.
Anyone there?

Part III: Amazon Alexa

Who is this section for?
Anyone who uses Amazon’s smart speaker Alexa. 

The dilemma: 

Alexa! That’s the universal wake word that will start a conversation with the 
intelligent personal assistant Alexa. While most users find it awesome and love 
it, data protection specialists feel a bit different. Why? Well, the smart Amazon 
box doesn’t take privacy too seriously.

Understanding the risks: 
With Alexa and similar digital assistants, you are never alone. Period. By 
definition, they do record conversations they overhear. There are also known 
cases where this private data has been handled incorrectly. In addition, it’s not 
just impersonal artificial intelligence listening in – Alexa has dedicated teams 
of people listening to these recorded conversations. You just have no way of 
knowing when or if someone is eavesdropping. If this makes you uneasy, you 
should simply turn off the device, decline to share your data to improve the 
program, and erase your past information-request recordings.

What we can help you with:

• Understand the risks

• Scan your home network and all smart devices for vulnerabilities
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1. A privacy story
Danielle, an owner of an Amazon Echo, was talking with her husband about 
wooden floors when suddenly she received an alarming call from one of her 
husband’s co-workers. He apparently had received a message with their 
conversation out of nowhere and thought the couple had been hacked.

Amazon customer support confirmed that the conversation had indeed been 
recorded and sent to the colleague, but at first were unable to say why. They 
were only able to find an explanation after some digging – and it is as strange 
as it is shocking.

According to Amazon, Echo woke up due to a word in the background 
conversation sounding like "Alexa." Then, the subsequent conversation was 
heard as a "send message" request. At which point, Alexa said out loud "To 
whom?" The background conversation was then interpreted as a name in the 
customer's contact list. Alexa then asked out loud, "[contact name], right?" 
Alexa then interpreted the background conversation as "right."

It’s not just Alexa listening in on your every move – there are real people 
reviewing what you say around your Alexa-powered device.

Part III: Amazon’s Alexa 
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2. Just what did Alexa hear?
While Amazon plays up the artificial intelligence behind Alexa, there are squads 
of real people behind the smart AI who are listening to those little recordings 
just to double-check that Alexa is understanding the message correctly. It’s just 
like the message you get on the phone when calling customer service at your 
bank: "This call may be monitored for customer quality control purposes." 
Except that you know when the call with the bank begins and ends. But with 
Alexa, it’s never clear when the recording begins and ends, and who is on the 
other end.

The Amazon squads – made up of thousands of people according to Bloomberg 
– get a sampling of the individual recordings made after the wake word of 
"Alexa", "Echo", "Computer", or "Amazon". Squad employees listen, transcribe, 
and compare what Alexa recorded about the conversation to what their human 
ears detect.

By the way – if you're uncomfortable with Amazon employees listening to 
some of your private conversations, you can always turn the feature off and of 
course also delete the history. Just go to Alexa's privacy settings. Once there 
you can review and delete the voice history, manage your smart home device 
history, your skill permissions, and last but not least also turn off the options 
under Manage How Your Data Improves Alexa.

Part III: Amazon’s Alexa 

https://www.amazon.com/alexaprivacy
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3. Privacy in your smart home
Thomas Hatley was stunned when he received a call one night: "I can switch 
your bedroom lights on and off", claimed a woman on the other end of the line 
– whereupon his lamps did actually switch on and off. 

It was a blessing in disguise, as thankfully the caller was just a journalist 
researching a story about the security of smart home products. But it could just 
as well have been a hacker taking control of the home automation system 
undetected. Ultimately, smart homes are now the next big target for all types 
of cybercriminals."

Gone are the days when computers and smartphones dominated the internet. 
The next generation in connectedness – the Internet of Things (IoT) – already 
has its foot firmly in the door. It’s long since become second nature to use an 
app to dim the lights, adjust the smart thermostat for the perfect temperature, 
and to remotely take a peek at home sweet home. But that’s just the start.

While sales are on the downward slope when it comes to the traditional 
computer business, vendors of home networking solutions are promising the 
opposite, with sales on the up and up. The market researchers at Gartner 
forecast that the number of connected “things” will increase to an unbelievable 
20.4 billion by 2020.

Part III: Amazon’s Alexa 

https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3598917
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Greed goes before security
In their quest to make a quick buck, many vendors are neglecting the topic of 
security. For some vendors, the most important thing seems to be getting their 
smart home technology out of the door and on the market as quickly as 
possible – meaning no time to come up with or implement a smart security 
strategy.

“Many IoT devices currently flooding the market are built by companies with 
absolutely zero experience in software development, so they outsource the 
development of the connected features”, said Travis Witteveen, Avira CEO.

Tests show that many IoT devices are lacking secure encryption processes, 
effective virus protection, and cleanly implemented authorization and login 
processes precisely for this reason.

But what’s so bad about a hacker switching lamps on and off remotely? Well, 
this isn’t what the attackers are interested in. Rather, they exploit the security 
flaws to sneak sabotage or snooping software into the home network. They 
then use these programs to infiltrate any connected computers or intercept 
passwords such as for online banking. Or they may even draft these devices 
into a botnet used to distribute spam or knock companies off the internet.

Part III: Amazon’s Alexa 

https://www.av-test.org/en/internet-of-things
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Look around your smart home 
There are a number of free apps you can use to help protect the privacy and 
security of your smart home. One of them is Avira’s app – Home Guard. It 
enables you to:

• Scan your home Wi-Fi network to identify all the IoT devices
connected to the router.

• Identify typical network vulnerabilities such as open ports –
a potential target for hacker attacks.

• Detect and check all newly connected devices automatically. This increases 
the chance of identifying devices that have connected themselves to your 
network without your knowledge and approval. 

Part III: Amazon’s Alexa 

https://www.avira.com/en/avira-home-guard
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Worried about data breaches? Passwords are your best friend.

Part IV: Managing your
online accounts
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Worried about data breaches? 
Passwords are your best friends.

Part IV: Managing your online accounts

Who is this section for?
Anyone who has online accounts (email, banking, shopping,
social networking, etc.).

The dilemma: 
"I like to save my various credentials for different online accounts in the 
browser. It's really handy. But now a friend said that this type of password 
management is anything but safe. Are there any security issues with this?"

Understanding the risks: 
It is estimated that over 4.5 billion data records were leaked in 2018 alone –
and the trend is growing. That could mean anything from divulging
usernames and email addresses, to sensitive financial details and personal 
health information. The repercussions themselves can range from the irritating 
(being spammed) to the potentially disastrous (identity theft and loss of
credit worthiness).

What we can help you with:

• Learning the limitations of frequently used password-storage mediums, 
such as browsers, notepads, and a few password variants

• Introduction to the benefits of a password manager

• Tips to create a really strong master password you can remember
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1. Your browser’s not a great place for storing passwords 
It is indeed convenient to store passwords in your browser – but unfortunately 
also risky. Passwords are not sufficiently protected there and attackers can read 
this information by using malicious programs such as Trojans. In addition, 
anyone who has access to your computer can easily log in to all the services 
whose access data the browser has saved. The danger is much greater with 
highly portable devices such as smartphones and notebooks should they get 
stolen or lost while traveling.

Easy access to personal login information
In browsers such as Firefox, you also only need to click Show Passwords under 
Privacy & Security in the Options. This will reveal all the stored credentials, 
such as those for Amazon or an email account. This data can do a lot of 
damage.

You are only as (in)secure as your Windows credentials
Incidentally, in Chrome, the browser login information is protected only by the 
Windows password. Anyone who knows this can also easily view your 
passwords. Here's how it works: In Chrome's Settings, click Passwords
followed by the eye icon on the right next to the website whose password you 
want to view. You – or anyone else with your Windows credentials – can view 
passwords saved within the browser for email accounts, social networks, or 
online shops with just a few clicks.

If no master password is set up in Firefox, anyone can view your credentials 
and see all the details.
Important tip: Be sure to create a master password that protects your saved 
credentials. Firefox is the only major browser that offers such protection.

Part IV: Managing your online accounts
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To create a master password in Firefox

• In Firefox, click the menu icon in the upper-right corner and click Options

• In the Privacy & Security tab, select Use a master password.

• Enter a secure password twice, consisting of at least 10 characters 
including upper and lower case letters, digits, and special characters. Click 
OK to save.

Creating a secure master password is the least you should do if you want to let
Firefox manage your credentials.

Part IV: Managing your online accounts
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2. Are a handful of passwords and a notepad “good enough” 
Solutions to your password challenges?
The use of 5-6 related passwords for all of your accounts is very common, but 
can lead to some serious vulnerabilities:

• It’s hard to remember the good ones
On average, users have 26 online accounts. That’s a lot of variants to keep 
track of – especially if they are complex and secure passwords. – and the 
reason why people go for easy passwords.

• It’s unsecure
If one password is cracked, all the other accounts reusing this password are 
vulnerable to a brute force attack.

• It causes frequent password resets
With this many accounts, someone is always forgetting a password 
somewhere, resulting in the need for yet another password reset. 

Using a notepad or passwords stored in an unencrypted document on your 
laptop isn’t much better. 

• Paper is unsafe
If someone were to take a sneak peek at your sheet of passwords, you’d be 
in trouble.

• You have to take that notepad with you
It can be such a drag if you need access on the move.

• They might get ‘tidied up’
Lose your paper backup and you'll need to reset all your passwords.

Part IV: Managing your online accounts
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3. One good secure password is all you need
Maybe no, maybe yes. It depends where you're using this password. If you are 
trying to remember one complex password and applying this across all of your 
accounts – definitely no. 

Chances are you will either enter it incorrectly or forget parts of it – leading to 
yet another round of password resets. Yes, if you're using a password manager. 
A password manager, with its master password, saves your brain from having to 
create and remember a complex portfolio of passwords.

Part IV: Managing your online accounts
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Even better: Use a password manager
A more secure alternative than either the browser or a pad of paper is a 
password manager. A good one enables you to easily and securely encrypt your 
portfolio of passwords, reminds you if you're reusing one in multiple accounts, 
and helps create new passwords on the fly that are both long and complex. The 
only thing you have to do is remember a single secure master password.

Creating a secure – yet memorable – master password just means turning a 
memorable phrase into a password. For instance, for a hypothetical VeraCrypt 
account you could go for phrase like "From 2018 I will store my data in a secure 
VeraCrypt vault", which gives "F2018IwsmdiasVCv". Passwords such as these 
are impossible for hackers to guess. The key advantage here is that you only 
need one such secure password instead of the 20 plus needed if you don’t have 
a password manager.

Once you have your own master password, Avira Password Manager can take 
care of the rest for you. As a security solution it enables you to sync passwords 
across your devices, regardless of whether they run on operating systems from 
Google, Apple, or Windows. It also ranks highly in a number of safety-related 
tests. In addition to offering protection against brute force attacks, it's a breeze 
to use as it automatically collects, creates, saves, and fills in the secure 
passwords for you.

Part IV: Managing your online accounts

https://www.avira.com/en/avira-password-manager


Conclusions
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Your privacy is under assault … but you are not defenseless. 

You have the power to change the situation by taking a few simple steps. It’s a 
question of scale. While you probably don’t want to live on an island to lead a 
private life, making a few changes to the app settings on your device and 
adding a security solution will make a significant difference to your privacy.

Take control of your story.
Your life is your private matter, not a collection of data points. You can help 
shut out data trackers and technology giants from your daily life.

• Change privacy settings in your browser and in social media apps from 
Facebook and Google.  

• Add a browser plugin such as Avira Browser Security (ABS) or Privacy 
Badger. to block invasive trackers from your life. 

• Use a VPN to shut out the eavesdroppers in open and insecure networks 
and free yourself from geo-IP restrictions.

Conclusions
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Shut your home's windows.
To keep your smart home secure, you need to start by knowing who is in your 
home network and where the vulnerabilities are.

• Scan your Wi-Fi network to identify all connected IoT devices and identify 
network vulnerabilities such as open ports with a tool such as Home 
Guard.

Make it easy on yourself.
Realize the limitations to paper, browser, and memory-based password record 
systems. And remember, a password manager is a rare security solution that 
can make your life more secure and easier 

• Get a recognized password manager that will securely manage your 
passwords and account access – regardless of where you are or what 
devices you are using.

It’s only your life – and your privacy.
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